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Word Word is a term given by Paul Dickson to describe a word or name that is repeated to distinguish it from a seemingly identical word or name. A more formal term for a word is duplicate duplication replication, lexical cloning, or contrasting reduction. See Contrastive Focus Reduplication in English (The Salad-Salad Paper), by Jila Ghomeshi et al., (Natural
Language and Linguistic Theory 22: 2004). See Examples and observations below. See also: There are situations where you need to repeat a word to make sure someone knows what you're talking about. For example, you might be asked, 'Are you talking about an American or Indian Indian?' O' Oh, you're talking about weed. I thought you were talking
about weed. From what I was able to determine, there is no word for this phenomenon, and 'word word' seemed to be a logical name to give. (Paul Dickson, Words: Collection of old and new words, strange and wonderful, useful and extravagant. Dell, 1983)School-School[T]he writer, the person who 'knows the importance of holidays', clarifies: 'I don't mean
school-school, I mean fun-learning!' (I have Chee Lick, Daily Discursive Values and Practices. Text in Education and Society, ed. by Desmond Allison et al. Singapore University Press, 1998)Murder MurderDo you ever kill anyone? Is that a philosophical question? I don't mean war. I mean murder, murder. (Kathryn Miller Haines, Winter in June: A Rosie
Winter Mystery. HarperCollins, 2009)Soap Soaps Soap gums, soap cigars, soap pickles, soap chocolates and even a bar of soap that dyed its user an indelible blue made life exciting for the friends of an addict Johnson Smith. (Jean Shepherd, A Fist of Fig Newtons. Random House, 1981)Commitment and commitmentIn relationships, there is commitment
and commitment, the kind that involves a license, usually a kind of religious blessing and a ceremony where each of your close friends and relatives looks at you and your partner promise to be together until the death of one of you. (Aziz Ansari, Everything you thought you knew about L-o-v-e is wrong. Time, June 15, 2015)Woman-WomanThe crux of the
feminist message [by Federica Monyseny] was that every woman should realize her potential as a unique individual, as a woman-woman, not as a masculine woman-man or as a female woman-woman. (Catherine Davies, Spanish Female Writing, 1849-1996. Athlone Press, 1998)Indian IndianFor an Indian Indian, there is simply no future in an Anglo-Indian
world. (Duleep in The Jewel in the Crown, by Paul Scott. Heinemann, 1966)The real meaning Recently, I heard someone say, 'You mean he's gone?' This person wondered if the guy had really gone forever, instead of dodding for a while. . . . . . In these examples, the expression points to the real or true meaning of the term referred to. Usually you can
reformulate the whole thing modifiers as real or real... Instead of 'He's gone', you might say 'He's really gone.' Usually repetition indicates that literal meaning is intended. (Kate Burridge, Gift of the Gob: Morsels of English Language History. HarperCollins, 2011)Noun-NouningRepeating a noun twice, the generic form of the noun, its invariant form of memory,
is invoked. 'No, I don't want blue persimmons with folds. Just give me clean generic beige khaki-khakis. Or, Officer, I tried to remember what kind of car the runaway car was, but I can't, it was just a car. (Douglas Coupland, Player One: What will become of us. House of Anansi Press, 2010)The Lighter Side of Word WordsDetective Charlie Crews: Lola's
Girlfriend, told me that the dead shoe store boy and hat stand girl are there often, together. Detective Dani Reese: Together? Detective Charlie Crews: Together. (Damian Lewis and Sarah Shahi, Black Friday. Vita, 2008) A family of words is a group of words with a common base to which several prefixes and suffixes are added. For example, family word
members by word heads, base, stem, or root word work include rework, work, work, workshop, and machining, among others. Similar words are called paronyms. Polyptoton is the use of more than one of these words together, as in this quote from the movie Fight Club: The Things You Own end up owning you. Repetition can serve as a dramatic effect or for
emphasis in writings ranging from plays and poetry to political advertising and discourse. You're not going to memorize all the family words, though. A 1963 dictionary analysis by scholars in 1990 found 54,000 word families. With English users creating new words all the time, it's better to know how to work with the language and its roots, prefixes, and suffixes
than trying to memorize everything. According to Birgit Umbreit, users are able to analyze complex words and establish synchronous relationships between words both formally and semantically because they have an implicit or even explicit knowledge of the organization of the word family. (Birgit Umbreit, Does love come from love or love? Because lexical
motivation must be considered as two-way, by Cognitive Perspectives on Word Formation, under Alexander Onysko and Sascha Michel) Said more easily, language learners can decode many new or unknown words through an understanding of what different prefixes and suffixes do to a root word. The technique can also help people understand the spelling
of words that hear or determine the etymology of a word. Frank E. Daulton wrote: Linguists agree that word families should be transparent, as learning a new element to an already known one should involve a minimum of learning burden... For example, if a student knows how to govern and is familiar with the prefix mis-, then misgovern requires little or no
additional learning (Goulden et al., 1990). Derivations that that meet the transparency criteria are not included in a word family, but given separate lists; for example, business (busy)... (Frank E. Daulton, The integrated lexicon in Japan of loanwords based in English) Roots or stems do not have to be words on their own to make other words. For example, the
root structure forms the basis of more than 30 English words; derives from a Latin word for building and creates words such as: construction, structure and construction. Knowing that with- as a prefix means with or together, you can see how construction and constructive words involve the creation of something. Knowing that the prefix de-means the opposite,
to reduce or remove, and that the suffix -ion indicates that a word is a noun, one can understand how the destruction of the word is created, or even the verb to deconstruct. Following the same pattern, look at the contract and belittle; a contract is something that unites the parties in agreement, while to diminish the means to get away from. Listed here,
according to the British National Corpus of 100 million words, are the 100 most commonly used words in English. Many of these words are function words: they paste sentence pieces together into longer syntactic units. Where necessary, the part of the speech is identified to distinguish different grammatical uses of the same word. thebeofandain (preposition:
in the old days)a (infinite marker: singing)avereitto (preposition: to the country)for (preposition: for you)Ithat (relative pronoun: the book I read)youheon (preposition: on the beach))with (preposition: with pleasure)do (verb: I do)to (preposition: at school)from (preposition: by midnight)not this (determine: this page)but from (preposition: from home)lorohis
(determine: his work)that (determine : that song)sheorwhich (determineer: which book)how (conjunction: as we agreed)weansay (verb: say a prayer)will (auxiliary verb: I will try)would be (auxiliary verb: I can go)iftheirgo (verb: go now)what (determinant: that now)thereall (determine: all people)get (verb: go busy)his (determine: his work)do (verb: make
money)whoas (preposition: like a child)out (adverb: get out)up (abibiù : go up)see (verb: see heaven)know (verb: know a place)time (time: a time to laugh)take (verb: take a pause)lorosome (determine: some money)couldso (abject: I said so)himyearinto (preposition: in the room)itsthenthink (verb: think hard)mycome (verb: come soon)thanmore (adverb: more
quickly)about (preposition: about you)nowlast (adjective: last call)yourmeno (determinr: no time)other (adjective : other people)darejust (adverb: only try)shouldthese (determinant: these days)peoplealsowell (adverb: well written)any (determine: any day)onlynew object (adjective: new friend)very when when you go)can (auxiliary verb: you can go)waylook
(verb: look here)how (preposition: how a boat)use (verb: use the head)its (pronom: give it)such give it)such such problems)as (adverb: see how)whyquaci (adverb: know when)how (adverb: how good)good (adjective: good time)find (verb: find time) time)
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